UA Civil Engineering/Construction Student Ryan Nelson Awarded the 2018-19 Heavy Civil Scholarship from the Beavers

Congratulations to Ryan Nelson on receiving the Beavers Scholarship for UA civil engineering students pursuing careers in heavy civil construction. The Beavers was founded in 1955 as a heavy civil construction association. “The purpose of the Beavers is to promote goodwill, friendliness and consideration within the heavy engineering construction industry; to give recognition to those men and women who have demonstrated particular skill, responsibility and integrity; and to encourage and support entry of promising young individuals into heavy engineering construction.”

Ryan took courses in Construction Engineering Management and was the captain of our heavy civil team preparing for ASC-Reno Feb. 2019. While a student, Ryan interned two summers for Sundt gaining experience working on highway and light rail construction. Ryan joined Sundt full-time upon graduation in May 2019. Ryan